WED 6
11:00 – 13:00

ABTT NETWORK BAR

ALD Session - #SAVESTAGELIGHTING

The European Union (EU) is proposing, in its Eco-design Working Plan 2016-2019, to change the rules that
govern the light sources used in theatrical productions. In effect, they want to bring the vast majority of
quality theatre lights under the same rules that govern domestic and office and industrial lighting.
These new regulations are intended to start from 1 September 2020 and if implemented as written, would
dramatically impact all areas of entertainment lighting and all who work in this field – lighting creators,
lighting users and lighting manufacturers. The impact on theatrical production across Europe would be
immediate, and overwhelming.
13:15 - 14:00

Theatron - Practical Demonstration
Theatron is state of the art production planning software developed together with theatre professionals
for theatres. It enables theatres, opera houses and various festival organisations to plan their production
rehearsals and show timetables, manage the work shifts for technical personnel and share this information
with the whole organization.

14:15 - 15:00

Sebastian Barnes - Trailblazers
The Future of Technical Training.
Join us to explore what theatre technical training is out there, the pros and cons of some, where do
technical apprenticeships fit? Presentation and debate.

15:15 - 16:30

Clear-Com
The transition from analog intercoms to digital “networking” intercoms. This scares most “Audio” people
and we explain how this works and how much IT they need to understand. The transition from analog
UHF wireless intercoms is changing since Government sell off is taking the RF spaces. We will explain what
technologies are available in newer digital wireless intercoms and the challenges in deploying these.

#SAVESTAGELIGHTING
1. New regulations proposed for September 2020 will impose a minimum efficiency of 85 lumens per
watt and a maximum standby power of 0.5W on all light sources (lamps or self-contained fixtures)
to be sold in the EU.
2. The existing version of these regulations includes an exemption for stage lighting. The new regulations
do not (though they do include exemptions for video projection, and suggest an exemption for stage
lighting that appears to have mis-understood the light levels/power requirements of most theatrical
lighting fixtures).
3. No tungsten fixtures meet this requirement. Many LED-based entertainment fixtures do not meet
those requirements. After September 2020 no new stocks of such equipment can be supplied to the
market in the EU.
4. Manufacturers suggest that the limits of optical design and LED efficiency mean that they will not be
able to create certain types of fixtures that do meet the requirements by September 2020.
5. Nothing in the rules stops you from using existing fixtures. But bulbs can’t be supplied to market and
once you can’t get new bulbs, existing fixtures become worthless - effectively scrap. It is unknown
how long existing stocks of bulbs will remain available.
6. Replacing your existing fixtures might well mean replacing your entire dimming and control
infrastructure.
7. All this for power savings that might be relatively small, given the way entertainment lighting is
typically used, and will likely be far outweighed by the scrap created and the energy required to
manufacture and distribute new fixtures.
8. Important tools from a lighting designer’s toolkit will be lost within the EU, some forever.
9. This will dramatically affect performance venues and productions of all types and scales, including
new and existing (long-running, long-standing rep) productions
10. There are very few precedents for technologies to be banned if they are not unsafe to use.

